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Following a deafening sound, the old man’s attack tore through Leon’s 
Hurricane Break and reached Leon. 

“The Intermediate Almighty State!” Leon was shocked when he detected the 
old man’s true energy. 

It was no wonder that he managed to counter the Hurricane Break. 

However, this was not the time for him to feel shocked because the aftermath 
of the attack was about to reach him. 

Leon immediately fired up his remaining spiritual energy and narrowly dodged 
the attack. 

“Great!” 

“As expected of a Dragon Guard! How impressive!” The Feaks were all 
overjoyed that the old man countered Leon’s Hurricane Break. 

“So you are from the Dragon Corps!” Leon crawled up from the ground and 
realization dawned on him that the Feaks probably sought these three old 
men’s help. 

“Elder Feaks, who is this kid? Why are you fighting him out of the blue?” The 
old man ignored Leon and turned to the Feaks in confusion. 

Upon receiving the call from the third elder of the Feaks, he had already 
learned that someone committed murder and robbery. 

However, Leon seemed so young and righteous, not at all like someone who 
would commit such crimes. 

Instantly, he was confused as to whether Leon was truly the culprit as the 
Feaks claimed. 

“Howard, this kid is Hugh Wolf. He is the culprit. We would like the Dragon 
Guards to help eliminate him and give us justice…” the Feaks pleaded. 



“I see! Kid, how could you commit such horrible crimes at such a young age? 

You deserve to be punished. I’m going to take your life today representing the 
Dragon Corps!” Howard narrowed his eyes coldly when he confirmed that 
Leon was indeed the culprit. 

Without hesitation, he charged at Leon, intending to take Leon down. 

“I’m not the culprit…” Leon paled when he sensed Howard’s overwhelming 
power. 

without the Dragon Pills and his other means, his actual strength was merely 
in Almighty State Howard was in. 

On top of that, Leon had exhausted his spiritual energy. The Mirror of 
Sovereign could not fend off attack of the Intermediate Almighty State, so 
Leon was definitely no match for Howard. 

Not daring to take the blow, Leon executed the Phantom Steps and backed 
away swiftly in an attempt to dodge Howard’s attack. 

However, Howard was simply too formidable and his speed surpassed that of 
Leon. No matter how hard Leon tried, he could not get away and could only 
watch as he got closer. 

 


